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Planning for an orderly business succession seems 
to be one of those professional best practices more 

honored in the breach than the observance, especially 
among financial advisors. Independent research shows that 
fewer than 40% of all advisors—including those affiliated 
advisors who count on their broker-dealers to provide a 
backup plan—have a succession plan. Among Registered 
Investment Advisors, 36% report having a succession 
plan. In addition, those advisors who have taken the time 
to craft a plan have not necessarily mastered the logistics 
for executing it successfully. This study examines the 
importance of available financing to advisors’ confidence in 
being able to fulfill their succession plans.

Live Oak Bank commissioned Aite Group to survey financial 
advisors on their plans for transitioning their practices to 
a new generation of owners. Aite Group surveyed 375 
advisors, comprising 100 Registered Investment Advisors, 
73 Financial Advisors with self-clearing firms, 55 captive 
wirehouse advisors and 52 advisors affiliated with an 
independent broker-dealer. The survey was circulated  
in Spring, 2014.

The findings highlight a known problem in the industry: 
Advisors are not paying sufficient attention to their 
succession plans, to the detriment of their own financial 
security and, potentially, that of their clients. This study 
brings to light that one of the major stumbling blocks to 
a successful plan is the difficulty of obtaining the capital 
advisors need to fund the transition. Although 67% of 
advisors who had succession plans said that the availability 
of financing was important, when asked where the 
financing would come from, 22% said they didn’t know, 
and 14% said financing was not readily available. Another 
20% said that the money would come from friends and 
family. In total, more than half the advisors who already 
had plans—56%—said that they do not have access to 
institutional financing for a business transition.

Under these circumstances, it’s no surprise that so few 
advisors are engaged in planning their businesses’ future 
without them at the helm. There is, in effect, no exit for 
the owner. This means that firm owners may lose much 
of their ability to tap the value of their firm to fund their 
own retirements, and clients may choose to move assets 
elsewhere as it becomes clear that a trusted successor  
to their longtime advisor has not been found.

Who’s Got a Plan?
Among the advisors questioned in the Aite Group survey, 
38% said they have a succession plan. An additional 24% 
said that they intend to create a plan in the near future. This 
is no surprise, when you consider that the average age of a 
principal in a financial planning firm is 57.

38%  Yes

24%  No, not yet but I will start succession 
         planning shortly

25%  No, I am too early in my career as a financial  
         advisor for succession planning

13%  No, I am not early in my career, but I have no  
         specific plan to prepare for transitioning to a   
         successor

38+24+25+13
24%38% 25% 13%

Do you have a succession plan in place that 
defines the steps that need to be taken for 
transitioning your practice to a successor?
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12% Not in plan
6% Considered but rejected
29% Under discussion
47% In place
6% Don’t know

Among those advisors with succession plans in place, an external succession is the most popular choice: 39% of RIAs 
have located an outside firm that will buy them out, and another 33% are seeking one. But that doesn’t leave employees 
out in the cold.  58% of RIAs plan to sell at least part of their equity to partners or employees within the firm. About 50% of 
advisors who are affiliated with Independent Broker-Dealers plan to sell their equity to partners or employees. 

46% Not in plan
9% Considered but rejected
17% Under discussion
18% In place
10% Don’t know

  Sale to partners/employees within the firm

What activities are currently incorporated in your succession plan?

 6%12% 29% 47%  6%
12+6+29+47+6

 8%43% 18% 20% 11%
43+8+18+20+11

 9%46% 17% 18% 10%
46+9+17+18+10 

43% Not in plan
8% Considered but rejected
18% Under discussion
20% In place
11% Don’t know

  Sale to an outside firm that is already on board?

  Sale to an outside firm that we have not found yet?
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Much more common than a full-fledged succession plan 
is a contingency plan, the “what if I can’t work” scenario 
that protects both the practice and its clients if a principal 
is unable to work. Among those advisors with succession 
plans in place, 69% of Registered Investment Advisors 
and 75% of advisors affiliated with Independent Broker-
Dealers say they have a contingency plan in place in case 
they are unable to work. The survey did not reveal whether 
the plan was to count on the custodian or broker-dealer 
for backup, or whether it was more formalized. Neither the 
Securities and Exchange Commission nor FINRA require 
a formal contingency plan from advisors. And that’s a good 
thing for advisors, as 11% didn’t have a contingency plan 
and another 7% had considered one, only to reject it. And, 
surprise: 3% of the advisors surveyed didn’t know.

11% Not in plan
7% Considered but rejected
23% Under discussion
56% In place
3% Don’t know

What activities are currently incorporated in your 
succession plan? (Contingency plan in case I am not  
able to work)

What About Financing?
Advisors’ understanding of the financing available to 
them to execute a succession plan, or buy out a senior 
partner, is murky. Although 67% of advisors said that the 
availability of financing was key to their plan, among those 
advisors with succession plans in place, 31% of RIAs 
and 25% of advisors affiliated with Independent Broker-
Dealers didn’t know where the capital to implement it will 
come from; another 20% and 30%, respectively, expect 
to tap friends and family for funds. In addition, 17% of 
RIAs with succession plans say that financing to move 
forward is not readily available. Among advisors affiliated 
with Independent Broker-Dealers, 13% expected that the 
broker-dealer would provide financing. 

25% Not important
37% Somewhat important
29% Very important
10% Don’t know

How important is it to you that you find a successor 
with his or her own financing to make a transaction?

 7%11% 23% 56%  3%
11+7+23+56+3 25+37+29+10 

37%25% 29% 10%
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27+20+20+18+17+14+8+22

And yet, 43% of all advisors who have succession plans say that they would be more likely to begin the succession 
process within the next 6 months if the financing were readily available.  

Although the industry talks a great deal about having the 
seller finance a buyout, the idea is not popular among 
advisors. Only 20% of advisors who have succession plans 
say that they plan to use seller financing, and 66% say 
that it is important for the successor to have his or her own 
financing in order to execute the transaction. Interestingly, 
few advisors had faith that they would be able to turn to 
a bank for capital. Bank loans were cited as a financing 
option by only 17% of advisors who had succession plans.

24% Not important
45% Somewhat important
22% Very important
9% Don’t know

47% Not more likely
30% Somewhat more likely
13% Much more likely
11% Don’t know

If financing were readily available, how much more 
likely would you be to begin your succession process 
within the next 6 months?

What types of financing options are available for your 
succession plan? (check all that apply)

How important to your succession plan is the 
availability of financing?

27% Broker-dealer financing

20% Friends and family

20% Seller financing

18% Equity financing

17% Bank loan

14% Financing not readily available

8% Custodial financing

22% Don’t know

24+45+22+9  
45%24% 22%  9%

47+30+13+11   
30%47% 13% 11%
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48% Researching available financing
45% Unattractive terms
25% Paperwork
0% Lack of collateral

What makes acquiring financing most difficult? 
(check all that apply)

Education of advisors about their financing options for 
buying or selling a practice is clearly necessary. When 
asked what made acquiring financing most difficult, 
two reasons sprang to the fore: lack of information and 
concerns about financing terms. 48% of advisors cited 
“researching financing available” to them as the thing that 
made acquiring financing most difficult, and 45% cited 
“unattractive terms.” Another 25% cited “paperwork” as  
a barrier. 
(Survey participants were given the option to select more 
than one response.)48+45+25+1   

45%48% 25%  0%

Conclusions
Advisors appear to have good intentions regarding 
succession planning but they are hazy about what they 
need to execute their plans. Buying out a principal is 
costly, and absent the logistical support from a custodian 
or broker-dealer, advisors seem to be at a loss on how to 
execute this important transaction. In fact, many don’t even 
know where to begin.

Whereas it may be the case that many financial advisors 
choose not to retire, a good many will do so—some 
of them not by choice, due to declining health or other 
contingencies. Increased awareness of the existence of 
various types of financing, understanding how transactions 
work, the requirements to qualify, and what constitutes fair 
terms will go a long way toward easing advisors’ ability to 
realize the value of their practices and toward smoothing 
the path to ownership for the next generation of advisors.
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How Access to Capital made a 
Difference for GAAM Wealth Advisors

CASE STUDY:

In 2012, Pamela Corrigan, CEO of GAAM Wealth 
Advisors, decided it was time to position her firm to grow 

dramatically over the coming decade, and worked with 
her team to develop a new strategic plan. “We wanted 
to position ourselves to be here for our clients’ kids and 
grandkids,” she said. 

Corrigan quickly came to realize that updating her firm 
would require a substantial investment in both technology 
and talent. In order to support the extra investment, she 
decided, she would have to develop some additional 
revenue streams—ideally by purchasing some smaller 
firms. That would give GAAM Wealth Advisors the scale 
it needed. 

At the time, Corrigan shared ownership of GAAM, one of 
the top 3 independent financial advisor firms in Tennessee, 
with a partner. Her partner was less enthusiastic about 
investing in growth, and expressed interest in selling his 
equity. Once that was accomplished, Corrigan would be 
free to pursue her expansion plans. Corrigan and her 
partner both were concerned, however, about being able to 
borrow enough money to make their business goals  
a reality.

The following year, Corrigan named Andrew Muldoon 
president of GAAM, and tasked him with expanding the 
business. “Part of the plan was to acquire or merge with 
firms in other locations, such as Knoxville or Asheville, 
Chattanooga, Atlanta—other smaller firms that really 
needed the resources of a larger company,” Corrigan 
said. In conversation, she mentioned to Muldoon that she 
hoped to find financing to buy out her partner. Muldoon 
volunteered to find a financial partner for GAAM. “He 
wanted the resources and the freedom for us to be able  
to make the changes,” Corrigan said. 

It was Muldoon who first found Live Oak Bank. Corrigan 
was shocked at the ease with which she was able to 
establish a relationship. Previous experiences with bankers 
had been arduous, because as a service business GAAM 
had little collateral to offer. She had taken out a business 
loan 15 years before and had a lot of trouble qualifying.  
“It was so hard for bankers to understand our business,” 
she observed. “This wasn’t a business loan where you 
have factory equipment or something to back it up, so in 
the back of my mind, I was thinking, banks aren’t going  
to understand.”

The first phone call was brief. “I said, ‘here’s our business, 
here are our assets, here’s what we have,’ and Live Oak 
said, ‘that shouldn’t be a problem, just let us know when 
you’re ready,’’ she recalled. 

“I answered, ‘that might not be for a while,’ and they said, 
‘you won’t hear back from me, because that’s not who 
we are.’ That’s what we tell clients too—we are here, you 
know who we are, if you like us, call us. If you have any 
questions, or just want to talk, feel free to call me—but I’m 
not going to bother you until you’re ready.”

In Spring 2014, Corrigan was ready to act, and she picked 
up the phone. The loan closed in a matter of weeks. 
“Live Oak had their act together. The departments are 
coordinated and all the paperwork moved smoothly through 
their process,” she said. With Live Oak’s help, Corrigan 
was able to buy out her partner—and secure a financial 
relationship that will help her expand GAAM through 
acquisitions in the coming years. GAAM’s plan is on its  
way to becoming a reality.
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